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HUMAN STRUCTURE. Second Edition. By C. Roland Leeson and Thomas S. Leeson.
Philadelphia, PA, B.C. Decker Inc., 1989. 635 pp. No price.
The first edition of Human Structure was published in 1972 for use as an anatomy
text. Since then, most medical schools have significantly decreased the time allotted to
gross anatomy. This new edition is designed to fit a shortened anatomy course. The
outline is unchanged from the previous edition, with 57 short chapters organized in
eight general sections. The first section, "General Introductory Topics," integrates the
other parts ofthe book. The next seven sections are divided by region (e.g., back, head
and neck, upper limb) and can be read in any order.
Several features of this volume make it excellent for introductory student use. A
large number of illustrations are drawn in color and clearly labeled, and while these
will not replace a comprehensive atlas for use in the laboratory, they are detailed
enough for review purposes. In addition, this text provides excellent clinical correlation
by including radiographs, CT and MRI scans, and "clinical notes" printed in the
margins. These clinical notes are certain to make the book a useful and interesting
reference after gross anatomy lab has been completed. The text itselfis clear and easy
to read. The one major drawback is the lack ofa bibliography; references would be an
added advantage to future editions.
MAUREEN A. SMITH
Medical Student
Yale University School ofMedicine
STEREO ATLASOFTHE CELL. By Martin J. Hollenberg, David H. Cormack, and Peter
J. Lea. Philadelphia, B.C. Decker, Inc., 1989. 129 pp. No price.
One of the most difficult skills for a physician to develop is the ability to construct,
mentally, a three-dimensional image from two-dimensional data. This process begins
early in medical education and continues throughout professional practice. In the
histology lab, the student attempts to understand the three-dimensional structure of
cells from microscope slides, while the physician interprets the anatomical correlates of
radiographs daily. Although interpretation of the three-dimensional relationships of
structures seen on radiographs is facilitated by the dissection of cadavers in the
anatomy lab, no such analog for the dissection ofa cell has existed until now.
Utilizing new techniques in electron microscopy and tissue preparation, the authors
ofStereo Atlas ofthe Cell have developed a method for producing three-dimensional
images of a fractured cell. The atlas itself is composed of 64 stereoscopic images of
cellular structures, at various magnifications. The cellular components imaged include
most of the components of the nucleus and the cytoplasm except for the cytosol and
cytoskeleton, which are extracted during fixation ofthe tissue. Each atlas comes with a
stereoscopic viewer that is easy to use with a little practice.
The atlas is divided into six chapters. The first explains the technique used to create
the cell images and teaches the reader how to operate the stereoscopic viewer. The
other five chapters concentrate, respectively, on each of the following organelles:
membranes, mitochondria, endoplasmic reticulum, secretory apparatus, and the
nucleus. Accompanying the micrographs in each chapter is a briefcommentary about
the structures and their function, at a level understandable to readers with minimal
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I was fascinated by the micrographs in this atlas. Once I had mastered the viewer,
villi sprang from the page, while at the same time I peered into the depths of a
mitochondrion. Because each image covers the entirevisual field, I often felt as though
I were strolling through the cell. I was equally fascinated by the authors' presentation
of evidence suggesting that the classical interpretation of the inner membrane of the
mitochondrion being folded into shelf-like cristae is wrong; rather, it appears to be
folded into tubular structures. That contribution highlights the power of this
technique, allowing one to see the whole structure ofa cellular component rather than
deducing it from micron-thick slices viewed under the microscope. It is equally
amazing (and testimony to those who have done this work) that most of those
deductions made about the structure ofcellular components are correct.
This atlas and others soon to follow will be important adjuncts to the teaching of
histology. Students will be able to confirm their ability to interpret the three-
dimensional structure of the cell from slides. They will receive instant feedback and
will be able to learn from their mistakes. A stereoscopic atlas of cellular structure
should become an integral part ofevery histology lab.
BRAD RATCLIFF
MedicalStudent
Yale University School ofMedicine
RESPIRATORY PHYSIOLOGY: AN ANALYTICAL APPROACH. Edited by H.K. Chang and
Manuel Paiva. New York, Marcel Dekker, Inc., 1989. 869 pp. $150.00.
This comprehensive text is included in the Lung Biology in Health and Disease
series. Editors Chang and Paiva have integrated material from 25 contributors into 18
chapters, which provide a complete analytical treatment of pulmonary morphometry
and function. This book is by no means an introductory text. Its intent is to apply
mathematical analysis and modeling to respiratory physiology. As the majority of
contributors have doctoral degrees in engineering and physics, the reader needs a
substantial background in mathematics to appreciate much of the material fully. The
text is primarily ofinterest to respiratory physiologists, although clinicians may benefit
from the theoretical treatments of certain pathologic conditions such as air flow
obstruction, shunting, and pulmonary edema. Sections concerning lung function tests
for airway resistance, maximal expiration, and washout methods are also clinically
relevant.
Each chapter in the text stands as an independent work, as separate chapters are
authored by one or a small group ofcontributors. This method of organization makes
the book a particularly good reference. The 18 chapters are devoted to eight major
topics in respiratory physiology. Two chapters are concerned with the morphometry
of the lung, treating general lung morphometry and functional morphology of the
pulmonary vasculature. Concepts here are illustrated and clarified by inclusion of
many photographs and electron micrographs. Airway flow and resistance characteris-
tics are comprehensively explored in three chapters. Special attention is given to the
wave-speed limit on expiratory flow and airway dynamics. Three chapters are devoted
to the transport and mixing ofinspired gas. Ofparticular interest in this section is the
discussion of analytic methods of ventilation distribution in which problems with
simple clinical indices are explored. The mechanics of lung parenchyma and pulmo-
nary interstitium are presented in detail in two chapters. The section describing a